CENTAUR

TIME AND LABOR-SAVING NO RINSE STRIPPER
NO ENJUAGUE REMOVEDOR DE ACABADOS DE PISO

Technical Data
Areas of Use
An emulsifying stripper that removes heavy
buildup and multiple coats of burnished
finish without the need for mechanical
agitation or flood rinsing.
! Hospitals, nursing homes, doctors
offices
! Schools, universities, child care centers
! Malls, retail stores, supermarkets

Specifications
Available Sizes ....................... 4/1G, 5G, 55G
Physical State ...................................... Liquid
Color ........................................ Clear Yellow
Fragrance .................................. Glycol Ether
Ammoniated ............................................ No
Viscosity ................................................ Thin
Foam ..................................................... Low
Water Based ............................................ Yes
Emulsifier ......................... Extra Heavy Duty
Flash point ............................. Nonflammable
Specific Gravity ................................... 0.996
pH (undiluted) ...................................... 11.6
HMIS Hazard Rating
Health ........................................................ 2
Flammability .............................................. 0
Reactivity .................................................... 0
Personal Protection ..................................... C
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No-Rinse
required

No-Rinse formula - Eliminates flood rinse
Speed stripping action - Requires no agitation
Heavy duty emulsifier - For the toughest floor finishes
Non-ammoniated - No harsh ammonia odor
No harsh caustics - More user friendly
Water-based - Safe for most floors
Versatile - Use on resilient floor, terrazzo and concrete

This true no-rinse stripper is formulated to save time, thus
saving money. It will quickly penetrate, emulsify, and liquefy
multiple layers of floor finish for complete removal. Using a unique
combination of ingredients this speed stripper contains no caustics
and cannot leave harsh alkaline residues. Eliminating alkaline
residue greatly improves finish adhesion, thus reducing the chance
of powdering and poor wear. Caustic strippers can create a slippery
mess and are harsh to skin, causing concern for worker safety.
This product uses a concentrated solvent system that re-dissolves
the floor finish as it breaks the finish loose from the floor. It is
designed to be effective without the use of floor machines. It is a
“mop on, pick up, no-rinse” stripper. Dissolved finish stays liquefied
and does not clog stripping pads.
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Speed stripping
action
l

Safe for
most floors

Directions
Wear safety equipment recommended on MSDS, place Wet
Floor Signs and read all directions and cautions prior to beginning
your work.

What the Pros Know
Limit stripping area to one which can
be stripped and wet vacuumed before
evaporation starts. Flooding too large an
area may require another stripper lay down
and require more time.
ON HEAVY SOILED FLOORS:
After wet vacuuming, damp mop the floor to
insure all residue is gone. Size of stripping
area should be determined by crew size and
equipment available.

1-800-323-2251
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Light or medium buildup dilute 1:4 (32 ounces per
gallon). For heavy build-ups dilute 1:2 (64 ounces per
gallon). Apply solution at rate of 150-300 square feet per
gallon. Apply enough solution to insure complete wetting.

5-10 min.

www. triple-s.com

Allow to stand 5-10 minutes minimum. DO NOT
ALLOW SOLUTION TO DRY. Re-wet floor as
needed.
For best results, remove residue with wet vacuum or
auto scrubber. If not possible, use a damp mop for
recovery. If mop is used for pick-up, use extreme care to
remove all residue and change water frequently.
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